
I understand CID's concern with home inspectors reciting and inspecting code. What I interpret from the 
document with their comments is, "The end consumer is not in their best interest." 
 
I do not want to conduct code inspections or focus on code issues. We have been modifying what we 
comment on and how we say it, to accommodate CID's requests. However, the comments in the 
document create a line that will tie the hands of many home inspectors and drastically reduce the 
quality of a home inspection. 
 
I would request CID consider the Consumer for a moment. I do desire for it to be written that "we do 
not inspect for code compliance." I am in total agreement, but not to the extreme that the consumer 
pays for the restrictions that CID is trying to force onto the home inspectors. 
 
If I recommend moving soil to fill a hole at the foundation so water drains away from the foundation, I 
am in violation! 
16.66.7.12 C6 - If the wall is failing and I comment on it, I am in violation! 
16.66.7.13 C2 - Deflection of a structural beam or header and comment on it, I am in violation! 
16.66.7.14 C2 - Determine the roof is 5-7 years old, I am in violation! 
    C5 - Boot flashing has nail right through the bottom edge that says "no nails here", I am in violation! 
16.66.7.15 D1 - Lighting the pilot for a furnace that was not turned on, I am in violation! 
    D5 - I smell gas coming out of the gas line to the water heater and determine it is at the valve, I am in 
violation! 
16.66.7.16 A3 & A6 - I remove the panel cover to see if the home may have solid aluminum wiring, I am 
in violation! 
16.66.7.17 D2 - I take off the furnace panel cover, I am in violation! Most of the time this needs to be 
done for a homeowner to even access the filter. 
    D8 - The propane tank is to close to a structure, I am in violation! 
    F1 - I check the temperature at the registers and see one has no heat flowing to the register, I am in 
violation! 
16.66.7.18 D6 - I check the temperature at the registers and see one has no air conditioned air flowing 
to the register, I am in violation! 
I peek into an irrigation box and see the line or valve leaking, I am in violation! 
Noting EntranII, Polybutylene or Kitec, I am in violation! 
 
I think you get the point. We need a provision to protect the home inspector when he/she is noting 
things that are of safety and financial concerns, without writing any code or code interpretation. The 
most frequent things that a home inspector may say that can be interpret as code are typically related 
to safety issues. Many inspectors may refer to egress codes when there is a bedroom in a basement or a 
bedroom has no windows or exterior doors. We are only looking out for the consumer and CID is hung 
up on "it is code"... 
 
I request CID also take into consideration the product that the consumer is in need of when buying their 
home. Is CID's request helping the consumer or hurting them? From the perspective of the consumer, 
they want more information about the home, not less.  
 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/cc_PCW6lJgTXQ4qoI6PqVa?domain=16.66.7.12
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/DPpYCXD0KjIDg9KrFVn2q0?domain=16.66.7.13
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/3vVkCYEnLkipv9lBu9RIzW?domain=16.66.7.14
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/-ETWCZ6oMlT8wjgBIyMsr_?domain=16.66.7.15
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/UMx-C1wnZmFB0ZGWiYQMLD?domain=16.66.7.16
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/am7yC2koZnuZ4m3yiMQMwD?domain=16.66.7.17
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/1B1jC31p8oF9P4KNFYMhZo?domain=16.66.7.18


I would also love to hear NMAR's feed back on some of these restrictions CID is requesting. 
 
Thank you, 
Istvan 


